
The biggest attraction in Hawaii is the Volcano National park, right behind Pearl Harbor. 
Therefore, I have attached today's volcano update, ways to visit the volcano national park 
along with the link to the USGS volcano update website: 

http://hvo.wr.usgs.gov/activity/kilaueastatus.php 

As far as a volcano tours are concerned here is the synopsis of the optional 
tours available:  

At the moment, the only way to see "active" lava is by air; either fixed wing (airplane) or 
helicopter, with the helicopter being the best option. 

The helicopter tour from this side of the island (West side) is approx. 2 hours long.  The flight 
first starts out flying across the island over desert type conditions which soon turns to 
thousands of acres of rolling pasture land. Then, as the aircraft makes its way between 
Mauna Kea & Mauna Loa mountains it changes to alpine desert & tundra like terrain.  As you 
descend from the mountains out over the rain forest the aircraft heads over to the very remote 
volcano crater named the Pu'u O'o vent, lava lake, & the flow field.   

After spending time at the volcano & witnessing the devastation the lava produced you head 
back towards the West side of the island.   While on the way back to the West side the aircraft 
will fly along the North East coast which is a dramatic sea cliff dotted with towering valleys & 
waterfalls. You will actually fly into remote Waimanu valley, with a towering 2000-foot waterfall 
at the back of the valley and emerald green cliff faces only meters away.  Then on back to the 
resort coming in from the North.  
 

There are two different models of aircraft: 
A-Star =  $464  Eco-Star = $579 
 
Difference between the aircraft: 
Both seat six passengers + pilot. Most people are familiar with the A-Star as it is used by 
many police departments throughout the world and television news channels. Very powerful, 
stable aircraft, it has bench seats. 

The Eco-Star was designed & built for air tour operations; it is a larger aircraft, 23% larger 
than the A-Star. It has bucket seats, 60 square feet of viewing glass & an enclosed tail rotor 
for superior noise reduction & a smoother flight.  

 



    

   

 

There is also the 1-hour flight that takes off from Hilo & focuses only on the volcano. This 
flight takes off from the Hilo airport over the rain forest, out to the lava lake, then down the hill 
several miles to where the lava is popping out of the ground. Then down to where it was 
going into the ocean, back out over the rain forest & a couple of waterfalls as you re-enter 
Hilo. This flight requires you to drive to Hilo (2.5 hrs) so you would incorporate it into yourself 
drive volcano day. After the flight you can drive up to the park which is 45-50 mins from the 
Hilo airport.   A-Star:  $229 Eco-Star: $282 

   


